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This is the 1st attunement in the Sacred Ray Series

How do you know if you, or someone you know, is an Indigo Child or Adult?
The Indigo phenomenon is the next step in our evolution as a human species. We are all,
in some way, becoming more like the Indigo people. They are here to show us the way,
and so the information can be applied more generally to all of us as we make the transition
to the next stage of our growth and evolution.
The Indigo Children have been incarnating on the Earth for the last 100 years. The early
Indigos were pioneers and way-showers. After World War II, a significant number were
born, and these are the Indigo adults of today. However, in the 1970s a major wave of
Indigos was born, and so we have a whole generation of Indigos who are now in their late
twenties and early thirties who are about to take their place as leaders in the world.
Indigos continued to born up to about 2000, with increasing abilities and degrees of
technological and creative sophistication.
The Indigo Adults are composed of two groups.
Firstly, there are those who were born as Indigos and are now making the transition to
Crystal. This means they undergo a spiritual and physical transformation that awakens
their "Christ" or "Crystal" consciousness and links them with the Crystal children as part
of the evolutionary wave of change.
The second group is those who were born without these qualities, but have acquired or
are in the process of acquiring them through their own hard work and the diligent
following of a spiritual path.
Yes, this means that all of us have the potential to be part of the emerging group of
"human angels".
Indigo children are born onto the Indigo Soul Ray of Incarnation and Evolution. This
means they have access to the gifts of clairvoyance and healing. They are also able to
access what may be termed the Fourth and Fifth Dimensions of Consciousness, while
most humans have access only to the Third and Fourth. This Higher Dimensional access,
together with the Indigo Ray soul gifts, means that Indigos are naturally more intelligent,
more sensitive and more clairvoyant. They are also creative, and often able to access the
left and right brains with ease, making them artistically gifted, but also technologically
competent and adventurous.
Those who carry the Indigo-Silver Ray, are gifted as the "mothers" and "goddesses" of the
planet, and carry the feminine vibration of healing and nurturing. Those on the Red-Gold
Ray, on the other hand, carry the masculine vibration of manifestation and are often the
leaders in the more active sense.
The exciting thing about these evolutionary developments, for ordinary people, is that the
Indigo beings bring these vibrations to the planet in order to share them with others. By
their very presence, they assist others to move into these new vibrations and open up to
their full potential as well. The Indigo gift to the planet is the gift of Evolution and access
to our full potential, for every human being on the planet today, if they so choose.
At this point, many people who are allowing this shift or transition within their own auric
fields, have moved from their original Third Dimensional state of awareness into the Indigo
and then the Crystal states, with the assistance of the children who hold the vibration.
These adults are now able to hold the Gold Ray of Evolution in their Eighth chakras, and
are helping to create a matrix for the creation of the New Earth.
This pulsating Gold light can be clearly seen in their auras by those with clairvoyance and
the ability to perceive auric colors.

The Human Angel
One of the gifts of this transitional process, is that Humans are becoming aware of who
they truly are: that they are Spirits in Human bodies, and that they are, in other words,
Angels in human form.
We have been aware of our connections to the higher realms for many thousands of years,
but have always felt that out "human" and material state somehow "shut" us off from our
angelic inheritance. We would speak about our "Higher Self", knowing that we had access
to this aspect of ourselves, but somehow it was not quite a part of who we were, and could
only be accessed in meditation.
Part of the reason for this was that our physical forms were locked into the Third
Dimension, but our Higher or Angelic self was of a much finer and higher vibration and
was more at home in the Higher Dimensions. So there was always a "gap" between the
material manifestation of the human body and consciousness and the spiritual reality.
Now, however, with the vibrational shift that the planet is experiencing, which is aptly
called "Ascension", the Earth and her inhabitants have the opportunity to "ascend" from
the Third Dimension of consciousness upwards into the Higher Dimensions. As the
consciousness ascends higher, the spiritual world comes closer, until there is no longer a
"gap" but a continuum that is termed "Multi-Dimensional Consciousness".
In this state, the human being is able to access both the material and spiritual realms with
ease. There is no longer any need for intense meditation, since the access to the spirit
realm is immediate and evident. People in the Multi-Dimensional state have accessed their
Angelic presence or state, and recognize themselves as Spirit beings or Angels who also
have a human body and are able to function in the material plane as material beings.
At this point, the Higher Self and the Lower Self can be said to have blended, and the
Human being is now a Human Angel.
The Human Angel is constantly aware of themselves as Angelic and as Powerful and
Creative. They have no time or need for things such as fear and victim dramas. Their time
is better spent in creating the kind of reality in which they would be happy and content.
Many Indigo and crystal children are already almost at this point of awareness, if not fully
within it. As are many of the Indigo-Crystal adults who have made the transition to this
state. It is these new beings, able to claim both their human and angelic inheritances, who
will create the New Earth.
It is important to state, at this point, that it is imperative that those who make the transition
into awareness of their angelic selves, be also aware of how important it is to be human
and to be well grounded in the material dimensions or planes. The whole point of the
Transition is to bring "Heaven" to "Earth", and not to drift away into some ungrounded
paradise state.
For Human Angels there is work to do. Creating a New Earth that will bring Heaven to
Earth. And since "heaven" is not so much a place as a state of consciousness, these
Human Angels must work to bring the higher dimensional states of consciousness to the
Earth plane. Once this is achieved, then a planetary culture will be birthed that will respect
all beings as manifestations of the Divine Essence. And this culture will reflect that
respect in its peace, harmony and creativity.

The Nature of Multi-Dimensionality
Until fairly recently, all humans born on Earth were born as Third Dimensional beings.
The Third Dimensional being is aware of him or herself as a separate and unique
individual. There is no real sense of the unity or oneness of consciousness that is a factor
of higher dimensional consciousness. Because of this sense of separation, humans have
built a society that has very little awareness of the interconnectedness of beings and
actions. And because of this lack of awareness, humans have created a planet of sorrow
and suffering, where individuals see no need to be responsible for their thoughts, feelings
and actions. Fear of not surviving on the individual level, because of lack of resources,
has led to greed and imbalances that need to be addressed in order to create a stable
planetary home for all humans.
The Indigo children arrived with the key to multi-dimensionality. They were born into Third
Dimensional bodies, but their consciousness was effectively in the Fourth Dimension and
capable of moving into the Fifth. When this "wave" of Indigo consciousness arrived on the
planet in the early 1970s, the way was opened for all humans and the planet itself to shift
into the Fourth Dimension.
At the Fourth Dimensional level of Consciousness, humans become aware of the
Universal Law of One, otherwise known as "Unity Consciousness". This Law states that
we are all One, we are all connected and that whatever affects one of us affects all of us.
Indigo children carry this awareness in their consciousness, and it leads them to be
warriors for many causes that will heal the Earth and stop humans from destroying and
polluting their environment and harming other humans.
The Law of One also fosters the understanding in Indigo beings that we are all equal, and
that no one is greater than any other. This group consciousness and group awareness is
the path to the future for humans. We will learn to function co-operatively and for the good
of all if we are to create the New Earth that we desire.
Indigos respect the talents and abilities of each individual, but these talents do not make
any one greater than anyone else. The play of ego and self-importance has no real place in
the life of an Indigo.
When an Indigo awareness opens into the Fifth Dimension, it becomes aware of itself as a
Creator. Fifth Dimensional awareness loves to create. All the religious belief systems and
the economic systems on Earth today are Fifth Dimensional Though Form creations that
we hold in place by our continued support of these thought forms. They form a Fifth
Dimensional grid around the Earth. Most lower- dimensional beings are completely
unaware that their thoughts and behavior patterns are being controlled from this level.
When the Indigo awareness opens to this level, there is often a rejection of all belief
systems and a consciousness of the freedom to create new and alternative ways of
thinking and being. The Indigo person takes on the planetary mission of creating and
bringing in new ways of thinking and being for Planet Earth. But, at this level the
consciousness is still concerned with dualities of "good" and "bad", that determine what
kind of system is best for Earth. The next step in consciousness is to move beyond duality
and into a realm where all is seen as part of the greater good and for the good of the
greater whole.
This advanced state is known as Sixth Dimensional Consciousness, and is the realm of
the Christed Child or Magical Child.

Indigos know when they're being lied to, patronized, or manipulated. And since their
collective purpose is to usher us into a new world of integrity, the Indigos inner liedetectors are integral. As mentioned before, this warrior spirit is threatening to some
adults. And the Indigos are unable to conform to dysfunctional situations at home, work,
or school. They don't have the ability to dissociate from their feelings and pretend like
everything's okay ...unless they are medicated or sedated.
In the new world which the Indigos are ushering in, we will all be much more aware of our
intuitive thoughts and feelings. We won't rely so much upon the spoken or written word.
Communication will be faster, more direct, and more honest, because it will be mind to
mind. Already, increasing numbers of us are getting in touch with our psychic abilities.
Our interest in the paranormal is at an all-time high, accompanied by books, television
shows, and movies on the topic.
The Indigo and Crystal children that come to the planet are known as "starchildren". Often
this is because their souls are more at home in the stars, and they have not incarnated on
Earth before. They come at this time as a "special assignment" team to assist Earth and
her inhabitants with their transition and rebirth as a higher dimensional "New Earth".
But while these beings appear like ordinary human beings, they do in fact have access to
a greater range of human potential. They are more open to who they are, closer to
recognition of their divine origins and essence.
Indigo children are born onto the Indigo Soul Ray of Incarnation and Evolution. This
means they have access to the gifts of clairvoyance and healing. They are also able to
access what may be termed the Fourth and Fifth Dimensions of Consciousness, while
most humans have access only to the Third and Fourth. This Higher Dimensional access,
together with the Indigo Ray soul gifts, means that Indigos are naturally more intelligent,
more sensitive and more clairvoyant. They are also creative, and often able to access the
left and right brains with ease, making them artistically gifted, but also technologically
competent and adventurous.
Those who carry the Indigo-Silver Ray, are also gifted as the "mothers" and "goddesses"
of the planet, and carry the feminine vibration of healing and nurturing. Those on the RedGold Ray, on the other hand, carry the masculine vibration of manifestation and are often
the leaders in the more active sense.
The exciting thing about these evolutionary developments, for ordinary people, is that the
Indigo beings bring these vibrations to the planet in order to share them with others. By
their very presence, they assist others to move into these new vibrations and open up to
their full potential as well. The Indigo gift to the planet is the gift of Evolution and access
to our full potential, for every human being on the planet today, if they so choose.
At this point, many people who are allowing this shift or transition within their own auric
fields, have moved from their original Third Dimensional state of awareness into the Indigo
states, with the assistance of the children who hold the vibration. These adults are now
able to hold the Gold Ray of Evolution in their Eighth chakras, and are helping to create a
matrix for the creation of the New Earth. This pulsating Gold light can be clearly seen in
their auras by those with clairvoyance and the ability to perceive auric colours.

The Indigo adventure represents a huge evolutionary leap for the human species. This is
initially a huge leap in consciousness, reflected in the auric colours and the access to
multi-dimensional layers of awareness in an individual.
But, what is manifest in the subtle or spiritual bodies must eventually make itself manifest
in the physical or Earth plane body of each individual. And eventually, in the physical body
of the Planet itself. Indigo children and adults are an integral and dynamic part of the
evolutionary leap into a new and Golden future.
Higher levels of consciousness, awareness of the interconnectedness of all things and a
desire for an empowered and creative life will soon become the characteristics of all
humans on Planet Earth.
These are some of the qualities and challenges that First Wave Indigos experience. Most
Indigos can relate to at least 90% of this list.
Highly intelligent in their "Own Way."
Are literally "wired differently" than other people.
Know in their heart and core that they are here “on a mission” but many don’t remember
what that is or how to go about it.
Have an inner awareness that what is being taught in churches and schools is NOT
accurate and know there are hidden agendas around the lies that are being accepted by
the masses as “Truth.” This is extremely frustrating but inspires them to uncover the
cover-ups and expose The Real Truth!
Have a strong sense of truth, ethics, justice and freedom. (That is why "authority figures"
many times irritate and frustrate them). When these are in jeopardy, will give their "all" for
their cause, and many times feel they would rather die than give-in to tyranny and
deception.
Many have strong or unusual Psychic and Telekinetic abilities.
Have extraordinary levels of compassion.
Have purple/UV as their favorite color or see it in their dreams.
Have an affinity to Knights, Castles, and Dragons.
Shut down psychic abilities because it scares people.
Feel like they could be one of the characters on the 1980's television series "The Misfits of
Science" or one of the young people in Xavier's school for the gifted in the recent movies
from the comic books "The X-Men."
Many times get along better with animals and nature than people.
Have a bond/connection to the trees, and nature in general.
Can relate well to children and or the elderly.
Feel very comfortable lounging, and would rather sit on the floor on a pillow than in a
hard, uncomfortable chair. (Would prefer sitting on the floor in school, and business
meetings if they could get away with it!)

Are very attracted to soft natural fabrics in their cloths and fuzzy blankets are the ultimate!
Many times get very impatient when with someone who doesn’t “get to the point.”
Creative, inventive, and very intuitive.
Involve themselves in human/animal rights efforts.
Have an innate sense of "oneness" and connectedness to all of creation. Get confused
and disturbed when others don't share their reality of "at-one-ment."
High capacity for love, and therefore others may feel uncomfortable by their intensity.
Very sensitive, sometimes "Hyper Sensitive" and may not be able to distinguish between
the emotional fields of those around them and their own personal emotions.
May go through periods of apathy and cynicism as coping mechanisms.
Intense longing for "their own kind"….Soul Mates…but don't know where to look.
Have what I endearingly term H.D.D. or "Hug Deficit Disorder" and need immense amounts
of physical touching, hugs, and love to "cuddle."
Because of being misunderstood and then betrayed, may develop strong trust issues, and
therefore keep many of their thoughts, feelings and opinions to themselves.
About 30% have difficulties expressing them selves, especially in writing. NOTE: If you
read some of the poorly written correspondence from some of these First Wave Indigos,
you would assume they were uneducated and nearly illiterate, but the truth is, that these
same people can also be speed readers and can absorb information in seconds that would
take others minutes to understand and retain.
Very disciplined when properly motivated.
Get bored and or frustrated in school.
Male Indigos (and many Females) for the most part don't "do authority" very well because
most of the time they are smarter than those in authority.
Many find themselves in "Alternative Schools."
Female Indigos seem to be able to cope better with the school systems than their male
counterparts.
Many are labeled "Dyslexic" and find themselves in "Special Classes" at school that
usually never work for them.
Indigos have a strong desire to know "why" …and if they don't see "the point" in
something, (or if is it isn't explained properly), will feel it is simply not worth their
time/energy and will either react with resistance or just simply "blow off" the people/things
that seem not worth their time and energy.
Innately have their own ways of calculation and many have been accused of cheating in
school because they do the answers in their head and cannot show their work.

Indigos have an evolved awareness of how things work, therefore, many of the rigid rules
and methods of learning Math, English, and Physics (NOT metaphysics or quantum
physics) make no sense to them.
All First wave Indigos have what might be termed as "A Gift of Healing" ....whether it is
making people feel better with their humor and wit, hands on healing, animal and plant
healing, healing with music and tone, or healing with new "unproven" methods.. …some of
which are natural and need no external training for.
Many Indigos have "Telepathic Healing" abilities and long distances make no difference to
the efficiency of their work.
Because of their expanded perception, unusual creativity, wanting to try new things, and
running way ahead of what is being taught in class, many were diagnosed as having
Attention Deficit Disorder, and put on Ritalin as children.
Most Indigo's (especially males) have a high innate aptitude for computers/electronics and
or auto mechanics. It is common for them to "Just Know" how to operate and trouble
shoot with very little help from a book or an instructor.
First Wave Indigo's are extremely creative, and express this innate skill in many (and often
times OUTRAGEOUS forms.) These skills manifest in: Drawing, Painting, Sculpting,
Decorating, Photography, Writing (in sometimes very extreme and unique ways), Making
Blueprints and Prototypes, Composing and Playing Music….(even if they have never had
lessons), inventing games, and creating new & more efficient ways of doing things.
Very few Indigos are interested in aggressive sports such as Football and Hockey. They
would rather spend their physical exercise time and energy in personal achievement and
outdoor sports such as track & field, skateboarding, mountain climbing, cycling, kayaking,
etc. They are also attracted to discipline and self-defense sports such as Fencing and
Martial Arts
Because of their feeling so foreign to this planet, a very high percentage of Indigos have
been put on "Antidepressants" to make them appear "Normal" and fit in our society….this
is just a temporary fix though, and only adds to their challenges.
Many Indigos are drawn to Theatrics, Drama, and Stand-up Comedy. In these venues they
can "pretend to be someone else" when actually they are using this as an outlet to vent
and express their own views and pent up emotions. It is also a place for "misfits" to find a
place of refuge and "fit in".
Because of their feeling so "alien" here, many go through periods of severe grief,
loneliness, and displacement…..and may turn to drugs, alcohol, or attempt suicide for a
way out.
One trademark that a high percentage of First Wave Indigos have, is living through
extreme hardships as children, teenagers, and young adults. Many were born into family
situations that were physically, emotionally, spiritually and psychically abusive. These
Indigos had to figure out how to balance and keep their inherent integrity levels, while
being subjected to painful and life shattering experiences. A large percentage was
implanted in such horrendous situations as: organized crime, physical abuse, sexual
abuse, and even ritual/cult abuse & mind control.
It is also common for First Wave Indigos to have some kind of Alien encounters.

NOTE: There seems to be a Dark Agenda on this planet to keep Indigos from waking up
and taking on the mantle of power they have inside. That is why so many Indigos have
been sucked into such harsh and debilitating environments. The dichotomy is, that
Indigos innately know that in order to transform the corruption, pollution, and dysfunction
on this planet, you have to go inside to the core or mind of the system to know how it
operates and thus how to change, alter and bust that system. Indigos came here to bring
order and balance back to a planet in chaos…..and headed for distraction. I believe that
Indigos are the 5th element that has come as part of "The Cosmic Clean-up Crew" to rid
the planet of corrupted consciousness and physical/energetic diseases that are
imprisoning, destroying and mutating all life forms here!
The Indigo Ray incorporates beings from another octave, same tones but a higher
octave…a higher vibration...a higher awareness, and an entirely different perception! The
ways of the lower octaves, though functional for the lower octave scale, just plain do not
work for the higher octave beings, and the more you try to make them conform to the
lower octave scale, the more resistance and frustration you get from both sides
because….it just will not "fit" or "comply".
These beings are very brilliant and psychic….but many of them have been labeled by our
education systems as "hard to teach" "rebellious" "slow" "dyslexic" "quiet" or even
"retarded" because the current standard scholastic evaluation systems did not include
tests that show the "true colors" of these extraordinary beings. The sad outcome of our
inability to understand and cultivate the ultra intelligence of these Higher Octave Beings,
is that they have been ridiculed, rejected, abandoned, outcast, and many of them became
loners and recluses from time to time because there was no where to go but "inside."
The truth of it all, is that these phenomenal Indigos have been sent here by their own
volition to change the planet's thought systems …the consciousness grid…. the entire
structure. Our old outdated rigidity imbedded in this plane, with its heavily protected
ignorance is now being abruptly transformed by those who embody the "Indigo Ray"!

Attunement

1 symbol:
Draw the symbol in the air approx in front of the third eye and then visualize the beautiful
indigo ray entering this chakra (also known as the Pineal Gland) and from there spreading
through all the other chakras.

See them spinning and feel the vibration spreading along your spinal chord, down you
legs to your feet and earthing itself in the ground beneath you. It travels along your arms
and into each finger where it pours forth into the air around you joining with the flow from
the crown chakra to form a “shell” that is both protective and energizing.
This is the Indigo Ray of endurance and love, and, those who are part of this stream of
force are the seekers of lasting peace and truth.
Their motivation is magnetic and persistent, portraying a unity of purpose throughout their
nature, which often brings others to find solace in their company.

Those of the Indigo Ray are the sustainers and observers of life - receptive, adaptable,
gentle "confessors" of humanity - and are known, by their example, as the healers and
philosophers, who walk the path of wisdom.
Within all things, they search for understanding and the unity of common ground, and are
well able to sacrifice their own needs for the welfare of others.

The keynote to the destiny of these people is love and charity in relationships and therein
lies their true power, for they can become a fortress of strength for those of less
endurance than themselves.
Their need to express their love is balanced in harmony with another's need to receive.
Feel your love pouring out to all that need it. As you do this you will feel fulfilled and
peaceful…you are doing what you came here to do…to nurture, to heal and to love.
Sustain this feeling for as long as you want and know that you are fulfilling your destiny.
To pass on the attunement.
Send the Indigo ray from your third eye chakra to that of the recipient.
Draw the symbol over the third eye chakra, (if you are sending a distance attunement just
draw the symbol in the air and visualize it on the recipients chakra)
Make a connection and feel the link between you.
Ask that this is sent with love and a pure heart for the greatest good of all concerned.
Send the strongest energy that you can with the understanding that if there is too much
that it be sent out into the universe, to be used where it is needed most.
Once you have made the connection ask that the energies last for as long as the student
wants them. Thank your guides and your helpers. It is done.

